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Various paths can be followed in philatelic endeavors; we may collect stamps,
covers, postal markings, or various other
philatelic items. One of the routes that can
be most fascinating and rewarding is that of
philatelic research. Numerous pathways
exist in following this pursuit: government
archives such as those of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing; company records of
the American Bank Note Company and the
International Envelope Corporation; and the
files of the Director of Posts of the Canal
Zone. The above sources are not readily
available except possibly -to those persons
living in close proximity, and even then it
is conceivable that knowing the right p~rson would be necessary in order to open the
proper doors.
Good fortune has opened up a new avenue of research. Recently this writer was
given a file of Canal Zone articles clipped
from old philatelic magazines that d:J.te
back to 1910 and run through the 1940's.
The publications include The Stamp Trade,
Weekly Philatelic Gossip, Everybody's Philatelist, The Stamp Journal, Stamps, Mekeel's Weekly Stamp News and other publi-

o

cations. Some of the articles are most entertainingly written while others are of a
more scholarly and conservative approach.
Those that fall in the scholarly group should
be classified as of a research nature. They
were written shortly after the appearance
of the new issues and usually concluded
with a request that the reader check
through his or her collection and provide
the writer with any additional pertinent information, such as the existence of plate
numbers previously umeported (this was
particularly true for the 1924 to 1932 overprinted United States issues), new perforation measurements, change in style of overprinting type and change from one type of
printing press to another. It was through the
exchange of information in the philatelic
press as well as detailed correspondence and
(Continued

on page 22)
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WHOLE No. 24

Second Time Around
Edited by R. H. Salz
For our first article we present a contribution which originally appeared in the Stamp
Journal of January, 1916. We hope that our readers will enjoy Mr. Greene's style as much
as your columnist. The title of the article was "A Sensation in Canal Zone" by Frank E.
Greene.
"For the first time since the American
Bank Note Company has printed the stamps verified this. (For current information read
of Panama, which of course includes those the article by Gilbert N. Plass in The Canal
of the Canal Zone, an invert (No. 3ge) has Zone Philatelist, Vol. 6, p. 8-9 (1970).) I
appeared. (The existence of the 1909 l¢ have seen two of Mr. Harte's stamps and
invert, Scott No. 3la, was first mentioned can vouch for their being O. K. The cenin the philatelic press when John N. Luff tering is practically perfect and the conwrote about it in the April 1932 issue of dition is ideal in evelY way.
"Undoubtedly collectors in the States and
Scott's Monthly Journal.) The 2-cent current is the goat and all the local collectors also other parts of the world will get the
are wearing themselves to frazzles trying invert fever and I would like to give a
to grab him by the horns. S-; far there has couple of pointers although I do not supbeen little success. I believe the discovery pose it will do any good so far as the first
was made by Mr. J. Harte of Coquimbo, one is concerned. First: The stamps with
Chile, who came from his home to have an the inverted head are from a lot received
operation performed at Ancon Hosiptal. on the Isthmus during the month of July
On the 11th or 12th of this month he sent and consisted of 500,000 stamps. It is usea boy to the post office for some 2 cent less therefore to look over old ;t;mps-but
stamps and received a block of ten. He sent look anyhow if you want to. (Prior to this
six post cards to his brothel' and used six delivery of July 16, 1915 there had been
of the stamps and being a patient in the delivered 3,500,000 stamps-See CZP, Vol.
hospital with nothing to do but get well 6, p. 22.) Second: The easiest way to pick
and time dragging on his hands, he looked out the invert is to look for the head and if
closely at the stamps as any collector does there is nothing above it in the frame, you
when he uses stamps in a foreign country have a normal stamp, if, however, the
for the first time, and noticed the invert. words "Fernandez de Cordoba" appear
He immediately sent to the post office for above the head, in red, you are a millionmore stamps but the post office was closed are. Go to it and good luck.
"I will probably have something further
and he couldn't get any but on the following morning he sent again and got another to report next month and will try to include
lot but they were all normal, much to his a' list of all of the known inverts on the
disppointment. However he didn't feel too Ithmus, or rather the names of the collecbadly as he had four with prospect of get- tors with what they have." (Does anyone
ting the six he had used as he especially have a copy of this list?)
(The following appeared in a later colrequested his people to save all of his letters and cards on account of the stamps. I umn by Mr. Greene.) "Word reached the
believe he wrote to his brother as soon as Istllmus to the effect that only 2 of the
he made the discovery but if I had been cards had been saved, which goes to prove
in his place I would have cabled to make that you cannot depend upon even your
certain of no mishaps on the part of his brother in things philatelic." (Editor's note:
brother. 1£ he succeeds in getting the six Eventually several hundred copies of No.
used ones he will probably have more than 3ge were found as it can be found relatively
any other man ever will have. It is re- easily today and catalogues $60. No one
ported that one collector has a booklet with became a "millionaire" as suggested by Mr.
a complete pane of six, but I have not yet Greene from this stamp.)
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The Canal Zone Study Group

Auctions
A considerable amount of moderately rare
Canal Zone material was sold at auction
during tl1e past quarter. There was a noticeable increase in the prices at which tl1e rarer
stamps were sold during the late spring.
Many of the better items sold from just below to well above catalogue price.
In the following prices realized, we list
first the Scott catalogue number, followed
by the price realized and the catalogue
price in parenthesis as listed in the auction
catalogue. All items are unused unless mentioned otherwise. Serious defects are specifically mentioned. All prices have been
rounded to the nearest dollar.
H. R. Hartner sold on March 14th: Nos.
C15-20, plate blocks of six, $170 ($205).
Jacques C. Schiff sold on March 17th:
No. 46, used, $30 ($40) ; 48, used, $52
($60); 67, used, $45 ($50).
Vahan Mozian had a large number of lots
on March 22nd including: No.3, used, $60
($70); lOa, $40 ($37);11 + 12, blocks of
4, $17 ($14); lIb, block of 4, $19 ($17);
12b, block of 4, $15 ($14); 12e, used, 2
blunt perfs, $40 ($40); 13c in pair, $30
($29); 14a, $170 ($150); 14b, block of 4,
$250 ($340); 16 + 17, blocks of 4, $7

(Continued from page 12 of last issue)

Another part of our detailed check list of Canal Zone stamps is presented here. We
continue to urge our members to check their collections against this list. If you find any
variety in your collection which is not included in the check list, please submit it to your
Editor for listing. This listing will appear in our handbook on Canal Zone stamps and we
want it to be as complete and accurate as possible.

Postage Due Stamps
Gerald Bliss Provisionals, 1908 - 1911
Postmaster provisional postage due stamps were prepared by Postmaster Gerald D.
Bliss at Pedro Miguel by stamping an entire sheet witl1 a postage due rubber stamp. Two
main types are known: Type A, POSTAGE DUE in small capital letters; Type B, Postage
Due in larger capital and lower case letters. The following stamps have been reported with
tl1ishandstamp: Type A, Nos. 22-24, 26, 31-35; Type B, Nos. 26, 31-34, 36. Other values
probably exist.

United States Overprinted Issue of 1914
Scott Nos. Jl - J3
United States postage due stamps Nos. J45a, J46a, and J49a were overprinted diagonally CANAL ZONE at tl1e Bureau of Engraving and Printing. The overprint plate was 10
stamps wide by 5 stamps high, so tl1at each sheet of 100 stamps had to be overprinted
twice. The overprinting was done from a setting of loose type rather tl1an an electrotype
plate and many letters, particularly on tl1e end of ZONE, had a tendency to straighten up
or become upright. There were 100,000 copies of each denomination dispatched, with the
remainders destroyed when the Panama overprinted postage dues were issued. These stamps
were issued on March 11th or 12th, 1914.

One Cent, No.

Jl

Rose carmine. Total issued: 23,533.
Plate numbers: 5510, 5522, 5534, 5541.
Varieties:
1. Block of four witl1 2.0-2.5 mm horizontal spacing between adjacent stamps.
2. Block of four with 3.0-3.5 mm horizontal spacing between adjacent stamps.
3. One or more letters out of alignment: E of ZONE; CA of CANAL.

Two Cents, No. J2
Rose carmine. Total issued: 32,312.
Plate numbers: 6703, 6704, 6705, 6706.
Variety:
1. Letter out of alignment: E of Zone.

Ten Cents, No. J3
Rose carmine. Total issued: 92,493.
Plate numbers: 5525, 5532, 5540, 6555.
Varieties:
1. Block of four witl1 2.0-2.5 mm horizontal spacing between adjacent stamps.
2. Block of four with 3.0-3.5 mm horizontal spacing between adjacent stamps.
3. One or more letters out of alignment: E of ZONE; C, first A, L of CANAL;
Z of ZONE.

Regular Issue of March, 1915
Scott Nos. J4 • J6
The postage due stamps of Panama were overprinted CANAL ZONE, Type II, in
dark blue reading up. The overprinting was done by the American Bank Note Company.
There was only one printing of each value. These stamps were first issued in March, 1915.

One Cent, No. J4
Olive brown. This stamp was supposed to show a gate at San Lorenzo Castle, Chagres,
and is so labeled. Instead the main gate of San Geronimo Castle, Portobelo is actually
shown. Total issued: 50,000.
Note: The catalogued variety of these stamps with an overprint similar to Type V
is almost certainly a forgery. Type V was first issued five years after these stamps were
issued. There was only one printing of the Type II overprint, yet tl1e Type V overprints
are on stamps of a different shade (black-brown instead of olive-brown), a different gum
and paper (white instead of yellow), and a different overprint type.
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Two Cents, No. J5
Olive brown. Statue of Christopher Colombus with an Indian. Total issued: 50,000.

Ten Cents, No. J6
Olive brown. Pedro J. Sosa. Total issued: 200,000.

Regular Issue of November, 1915
Scott No. J7 - J9
The postage due stamps of Panama were overprinted CANAL ZONE, Type II, with
large numeral in red. The overprinting was done by the American Bank Note Company.
These stamps were first issued in November, 1915.

One Cent on One Cent, No. J7
Olive brown. Main gate of San Geronimo Castle, Portobelo (see description of No. J4).
First printing, Nov., 1915; total received: 50,000. Second printing, Nov., 1922; total received: 50,000. Total: 100,000. Total burned in 1937: 39,386. Total issued: 60,614.

Two Cents on Two Cents, No. J8
Olive brovl'll. Statue of Christopher Columbus with an Indian. First printing, Nov., 1915;
total received: 50,000. Second printing, Feb., 1917; total received: 50,000; third printing,
March, 1920; total received: 50,000. Total: 150,000. Total destroyed in 1916: 1,400. Total
burned in 1937: 47,802. Total issued: 100,798 (This number assumes that no copies of
No. JI0were burned in 1937).
Variety:
1. Split surcharge. Surcharge shifted to right with ZONE split. Some copies
could almost be classified as a ZONE CANAL error, except for slight traces of
the surcharge on the perforations opposite ZONE.

Ten Cents on Ten Cents, No. J9
Olive brovvn. Pedro J. Sosa. First printing, Nov., 1915; total received: 200,000. Second
printing, Feb., 1917; total received, 100,000. Total: 300,000. Total burned in 1937: 124,452. Total issued: 175,548.
Varieties:
1. 1.5 mm spacing between 1 and 0 of 10.
2. 2.1 mm spacing between 1 and 0 of 10.
(Both spacings occur in the same sheet and thus can be found in a pair.)

, - -Regular Issue of 1919 .- ...'-..
Scott Nos. JI0 - Jll
The postage due stamps of Panama were overprinted CANAL ZONE, Type III, with
large numeral between, in carmine. The large numeral is thicker and heavier than on
Nos. J7-J9. The overprinting was done at the Mount Hope Press. These stamps were first
issued in November, 1919.

Two Cents on Two Cents, No. J10
Olive brown. Pedro J. Sosa. Total issued: 50,000.

Four Cents on Four Cents, No.

Jll

Olive brown. Capitol in Panama City. Total printing: 50,000. Total burned in 1937: 14,305.
Total issued: 35,695.
a. ZONE omitted (1)
b. 4 omitted (2)
A copy is known with part of the 4 missing. In March, 1920, 50,000 copies of
this value were received from the American Bank Note Company. Presumably
their surcharge was in a different type than that used by the Mount Hope Press
and would be a major variety. However, all copies of the American Bank Note
Company printing were burned in 1937.

1924 Type A Overprint, "Flat A"
Scott Nos. J12 - J14
The regular United States postage dues, Nos. J61, J62b, and J65b were overprinted
CANAL ZONE with the Type A overprint with flat A. These stamps were issued July 1,
1924.

One Cent, No. J12
Carmine rose. Total issued: 10,000.
Plate numbers: 13844, 13845.

Two Cents, No. J13
Deep Claret. Total issued: 25,000.
Plate numbers: 14026, 14027, 14028.
(Continued on page 20)
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( $4); 18b in block of 4, $70 ($67); 19b in
block of 4, $52 ($56); 20, sheet of 100,
$400 ($550); 23, dark purple overprint,
$80; 31-35, $16 ($15); 32c, $70 ($75);
47, centered to bottom, minor paper flaws,
$220 ($180); 48, $180 ($150); 54, $21
($18); 73a, $16 ($16); C48a + C49a, 6
FDC with bars in margin, $69; C08-12,
used, $302 ($240); JI5-17, used, JIO ($8);
OX5b, $48; U15, $22 ($20).
H. R. Harmer offered on April 5th one of
the four great Canal Zone errors. It was a
,copy of No. 23g, which had extensive tears
and a backed up thin. It sold for $350
($1500).
Robert Siegel offered on May 20th: No.
15, $500 ($550); 58, $60 ($75); 67, $170
( $150); OX5b, block of 4, $210.
Vahan Mozian sold on April 27th: No.
lOa, $34 ($38); 13a in block of 4, $40
( $49); 13b in pair, $25 ($29); 14b, $85
( $85); 18, block of 4, tropical gum, $50
($67); 20, block of 4, $19 ($23); 24c, $110
($125); 31-35, $13 ($14); 39d, $20 ($25);
48, used, $62 ($60); 67, used, $58 ($50);
73a, $16 ($16); U15, $20 ($20).
H. R. Harmer offered on May 2nd: No.
39~, $50 ($60); 94, block of 4, $130 ($210).
Zeppelin covers mailed in the Canal Zone
have been in great demand recently and
prices have increased two and three fold.
Irwin Heiman obtained a new record price
of $435 on May 3rd for a card from the
1930 Pan American Zeppelin flight postmarked May 22, 1930 at Cristobal with
_85_~_
Ln Canal Zope stamps pl\l~_U. S. No. _
C13, the 65¢ Zeppelin stamp; the card was
carried by the Zeppelin from the U. S. to
Germany. Covers for this flight are even
rarer than the cards, but none have been
offered recently.
Florida Stamp Auctions (Bruce Ball >
sold on May 8th: No. 2 on cover, $145
($150); 54, $28 ($18); l¢ - 50¢ Arms
Type A34, dried gum, $125 ($179); C2,
$25 ($30); C08 - 12, block of 4, used,
was a bargain at $695 ($995); UX2, $16
( $15).
Jacques Schiff offered on May 13th: No.
9 on combination cover with U. S. #323327 tied by Canal Zone violet roller cancel,
$110.
H. R. Harmer sold on June 20th: No.
C25a, $210 ($300).
Earl P. L. Apfelbaum offered on June
22nd: No.2, used, $40 ($50); C08 - 12,
used, $220 ($240).
A large number of better Canal Zone
items were offered by Vahan Mozian on
June 28th and most sold at prices near or
over catalogue: No.1, $140 ($115); 2, no
gum, $42 ($55); 2, used, $50 ($50); 3a,
$190 ($160); lOa, $36 ($37); 12a in pair,
$14 ($11); 12a, $10 ($10); 13, block of
4 with inverted M, $38 ($29); 14, block of
4, $55 ($56); 39d, $24 ($25); 46, horizontal pair, used, $65 ( $80); 58, $58
($75); 59, $32 ($40); 71b in sheet of 100,
$70 ($90); 73a, $16 ($16); 94, $52 ($50);
95, $24 ($23); 97-99 blocks of 4, $40

($45); 120-135, C15-20, $48 ($72); C2149, $21 ($28); COl-7, 14, $30 ($27); C0812, used, sold for the highest price yet recorded, $382 ($240); J4-6, 4a, $38 ($36);
J12, $28 ($22); Jl4. $42 ($40).
Several copies of Nos. 14 and 18-20 without the CANAL ZONE overprint were sold
during the quarter at prices ranging from
$15 to $42. We remind our members that
these varieties were created by someone
with access to the printing plant in Panama.
They were never sent to the Canal Zone
government nor were they ever inside a
Canal Zone post office. They were sold
directly to several dealers. For this reason
they are not listed in the Scott catalogue
and have no place in a Canal Zone collection.

Detailed List(Continued

from page 19)

Ten Cents, No. J14
Deep claret. Total issued: 30,000.
Plate numbers: 5532, 5540, 6555, 6556.
Varieties:
1. Block of four with 2.0-2.5 mm horizontal spacing between adjacent stamps.
2. Block of four with 3.0-3.5 mm horizontal spacing between adjacent stamps.

Mount Hope Overprint of 1925
Scott Nos. J15 - J17
Canal Zone stamps Nos. 71, 73, and 75 were additionally overprinted POSTAGE DUE
in red or blue at Mount Hope. These stamps were issued in Feb., 1925.

One Cent, No. J15
Deep green. Benjamin Franklin. The overprint is in red. Total issued 10,000.
Plate numbers: 15334, 15358, 15359, 15437.

Two Cents, No. J16

World's Rarest Stamps
In an article in the N'ay, 1972 issue of
Scott Monthly Journal, the question is asked
"What's the world's rarest stamp?". The
article points out that there are 10 stamps
that should share equal status as tlle rarest
in the world with only one copy known of
each. The list includes tlle famed 1¢ British
Guiana, three U. S. Postmaster's Provisionals
(Alexandria, Boscawen, Lockport), the 2¢
Missionary of Hawaii (one unused copy
plus 14 used copies), Sweden's error of
color (No. la), a Gold Coast provisional
(No.9), the black Honduras (No. C12),
Togo provisional overprint (No. 172), and
Kenya inverted dam (No. 103b).
Your Editor was amazed that no Canal
Zone stamps were included in this list, since
at least 13 Canal Zone listed varieties are
believed to be unique. An additional 3
Canal Zone varieties can be added to the
list on the same basis as the Hawaii Mis:sionary, since only 1 unused example is
:known. A good case can be made that more
.of the world's rarest stamps exist among our
Canal Zone stamps than for any other
country.
The 13 Canal Zone stamps that are believed to be unique are: Nos. Ie, 14g, 55f,
56h, 61c, 61e, 84c, 86d, 87b, 90b, 97d,
U5b, and JUa. Only one unused example
is known of the follewing stamps: Nos. Ie,
3c, and 76a. Also among U. S. Possessions,
Puerto Rico No. 216b is unique.

Forgeries

Carnline. George Washington. The overprint is in blue. Total printed: 25,000. Destroyed:
3,665. Total issued: 21,445.
Plate numbers: 15629, 15630, 15631, 15632.
Copies are known with POSTAGE DUE shifted upward so that POSTAGE is
above CANAL.

Ten Cents, No. J17
Orange. James Monroe. The overprint is in red. Total printed: 40,000. Destroyed: 181.
Total issued: 39,819.
Plate numbers: 15510, 155U, 15512, 15513.
a. POSTAGE DUE double. (98)
b. E of POSTAGE missing. Pas. 83 (slight trace of left edge of E) and Pas. 93
(straight edge).
c. POSTAGE DUE double and E of POSTAGE missing. Pas. 83 (slight trace of E)
and Pas. 93 (straight edge). (2)
d. POST DUE. (1)
Variety:
1. OSTAGE DUE from right vertical row of sheet with overprint shifted to
left and split.

1925 Type B Overprint, "Sharp A"
Scott Nos. J18 - J20
The regular United States postage dues, Nos. J61, J62, and J65 were overprinted
CANAL ZONE with the Type B overprint with sharp A. These stamps were issued June
24, 1925.

One Cent, No. J18
Carmine rose. First printing, June 2·1, 1925: 30,000. Second printing, March 22, 1926;
50,000. Total issued: 80,000.
Plate numbers: 8214, 13844, 13845, 13847.
I. First printing. 9 mm spacing between CANAL and ZONE. Clean type.
II. Second printing. U mm spacing between CANAL and ZONE. Worn type.
a. ZONE ZONE (Pas. 18-LR). (Approximately 10)
Other varieties:
1. CANAL in wrong font. (Pas. 51-UL)
2. ZONE in wrong font. (Pas. 82-UL)
Examples are known with the overprint 1.5 mm out of line between adjacent
stamps in a horizontal row.

The American Philatelic Society Expert
Committee was sent a very large number Two Cents, No. J19
of copies of Nos. 1-3 with forged overprints Carmine rose. First printing, June 24, 1925: 50,000. Second printing, March 22, 1926;
during the past quarter. Great caution 50,000. Third printing, Dec. 1, 1927: 46,600. Destroyed: 170. Total issued: 146,430.
should be' exercised in purchasing these Plate numbers: 14026, 14029, 14596, 14597, 14598, 14599.
stamps. A stamp submitted as No. 90a, the I. Early printings (believed to be first printing). Clean type.
ZONE ZONE error, turned out to have a II. Later printings (believed to be second and third printing). Worn type, thick letters.
a. ZONE ZONE (Pos. 18-LR). (Approximately 5)
forged overprint. A copy of No. J12 also had
Other varieties:
a forged overprint. Application blanks can
1. CANAL in wrong font. (Pos. 51-UL)
be obtained for a stamped self-addressed
2. ZONE in wrong font. (Pas. 82-UL)
No. 10 envelope sent to P. O. Box 800, State
Examples are known with the overprint slightly out of line between adjacent
College, Pa. 16801. The fee for stamps
stamps in a horizontal row.
valued at under $500 is $3.00 for APS
(Continued in next issue)
members and $5.00 for others.
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Overprinted

U. S. Issues

By Gilbert N. Plass
(Continued from page 15)

The complete story of the ZONE ZONE
error has been given in previous installments and will not be repeated here. We
have already shown illustrations of the 5¢
and 10¢ values with this error. The largest
number of copies of this error exists on the
3¢ denomination. It is believed that approximately 90 copies reached philatelic hands.
An example is shown in Figure 1. The error

Figure 3. No. 90a. ZONE ZONE.

Figure 1. No. 85a. ZONE ZONE.

This is one reason that your Editor firmly
believes that errors caused by paper creases
should have the same standing as errors
due to any other cause. It is often possible
to remove the evidence of the paper crease
by extracting the error stamp alone or with
one or two other stamps from the sheet.
This has been done in a number of cases
including this one in an attempt to remove
the evidence of a paper crease. How much
more interesting the item wouH be, if a
larger block were saved which showed how
the error occurred.

on the 12¢ and 15¢ denominations is a
major rarity. It is believed that approximately 4 copies exist of the error on the
12¢ value and -3 copies on the 15¢ value.
Examples are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 2.

No. 88a. ZONE ZONE.

Only one copy is known of the ZONE
only error on the 10¢ value, No. 87b. It is
shown in Figure 4. This error was obviously
due to a paper fold as a small part of the
Z on the left stamp and the C on the right
stamp also did not print. This error was in
Pas. 1 of the UL pane. This error was sold
in a corner block of four complete with margins in the 1949 Tows sale. Unfortunately
some later owner removed the left selvidge
and the lower pair of normal stamps, presumably because the paper crease that
caused the error was visible in the margin.

No. 87b. ZONE only.

The overprinting of the 17¢ value was
apparently not done too carefully at the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing. Three
major errors and many minor varieties are
known. Strangely all of these varieties come
from the first printing of the overprint. The
overprint was shifted upward on two sheets
leaving 20 copies on the bottom rows with
ZONE only and the remainder of the sheet
ZONE CANAL. This is shown in Figure 5.
The overprint was shifted downward on one
sheet leaving the top row with CANAL
only and the remainder of the sheet with
ZONE CANAL. The right hand copy in
Figure 6 is from this sheet. In addition one
copy of the CANAL only error is known
from Pas. 100 of an UL pane due to a fold
over which prevented the ZONE from
being printed. This Iblock is shown on the
left in Figure 6. Tnus there are 11 copies
known of the CANt\L only error and 270
copies of the ZONE CANAL error. The
latter error is one bf the easiest to obtain
among the major Canal Zone varieties.
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Figure 5.

No. 91a. ZONE only.

Figure 6. No. 91b. CANAL only.
A most unusual variety also occurs on
this stamp. It is the largest shift known of
one part of the CANAL ZONE overprint
with respect to the other. In this case the
CANAL shifted to the left so that the L of
CANAL is almost over the Z of ZONE. This
shift changed somewhat as the stamp was
printed and varies from 7.3 to 8.0 mm. It
occurs in Pas. 4 of the LL pane. This position has been verified from a full sheet
containing this error. Another position
which has frequently been quoted in articles
is incorrect. It has also been frequently
stated in auction catalogues that only 4 or
5 copies are known of this error. This is not
correct and considerably more copies than
this are known. Nevertheless it is not easy
to find this spectacular shift and it should
be purchased when the opportunity presents
itself. It apparently occurs on only a small
fraction of the printing.
The interesting story of the three errors
on the 20¢ stamp has already been told in
CZP and will not be repeated here. Each of
the errors has been illustrated with the
story (No. 92a, Vol. 6, p. 7, 1970; No. 92b,
Vol. 6, p. 13, 1970; No. 92c, Vol. 5, p. 29
1969 ). (C ontinued in next issue)

Figure 7.

No. 91. CANAL shifted left.

(Continued from page 17)

checking by dedicated philatelists that verifications have been arrived at and new
discoveries made.
Keeping the above in mind we will attempt to present a new column in our
quarterly journal. It is hoped that the articles which are to be reprinted will be both
interesting and informative. With the reviving, or unearthing, of past knowledge we
trust that you will do some digging in your
own files and possibly will discover old
stamp columns that will provide interesting
reading for our members. Please send them
to this writer who promises that they will
be copied upon receipt and then promptly
returned to you.
It is our intention to reprint t'fj.ese columns verbatum with due credit qeing given
to the philatelic magazine and'the writer.
Substitution of the current Scott catalog
numbers wiII be made where necessary.
Also should there be some new evidence at
hand, or a correction necessary since the
publishing of the original article, a notation
to that effect will be inserted parenthetically.
It is most likely that not everyone will
consider our new column to come under the
heading of philatelic research and possibly
it should be called "rehashing". But the fact
remains that these early writers were responsible for a tremendous amount of research at the time their findings were published. So with that in mind we start with
this issue of the CZP to present as frequentc.
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ly as possible our new column which is to
christened "Second Time Around".
The Canal Zone Study Group has been
officially admitted as Unit 42 of the American Philatelic Society. This should benefit
our group through access to their services,
membership list, and library. This affiliation
now appears on our masthead and will appear on our stationery when it is reprinted.

United States Flag
More Canal Zone stamps show the U. S.
flag than Nos. 148 and 150 (Vol. 8, p. 5
( 1972) ). Richard Salz points out that there
are two flags on No. 6 and that the flag is
flying in front of the Administration Building on Nos. 152 and 154.
Robert E. Ames points out that merchant
vessels operating in foreign waters must fly
the flag of the country in which they are
sailing on the topmast of the aftermast of
their vessel. Thus a foreign vessel in the
Canal must fly a U. S. flag on the topmast.
A number of the flags shown on ships on
Canal Zone stamps must be U. S. flags. For
example, on No. 133 the vessel on the left
as we look at the stem is an Italian ship,
S. S. Duchesa Aasta, which must have a
U. S. flag on the topmast. The ship on the
right is a U. S. vessel, President Polk, and
must have a U. S. flag on the stern. Similarly the ship on No. 149 is a U. S. vessel
built by Bethlehem Steel Company and
thus has a U.S. flag at the stern.

Cover with No.5

Paper Fold

Lloyd H. Flickinger reports that he has
the 2¢ value of the second series, No.5, on
second day cover. It has the usual Canal
Zone magenta cancel of the period, but no
postmark with a town name was applied.
Instead there is a postmark of "Agencia
Postal Nacional" of Panama applied where
the town name should be and with the
date July 19, (1904) (year date not readable).

During the period when stamps were
overprinted from flat plates at the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing, paper folds occurred occasionally before printing. These
make an interesting exhibit when they are
folded out. C. J. Johnson has a very nice
example on No. C17 (Figure 1). This was

Request for
Postmark Information
A large 4 is shown in the "Killer" of
some of the 1905-1906 Canal Zone town
cancels. So far, the earliest date recorded
for this rubber hand cancel is La Boca, September 18, 1905. Cancels of this type have
also been reported from Bahia, Corozal,
Matachin and Ancon. Does anyone have a
cancel showing an earlier date than September 18, 1905 or cancels from towns not
listed? Also, does anyone know what the 4
may have stood for? Please advise George
Campbell, Chairman of the Postmark Committee, 118 Sherman Ave., Roselle Park,
N.J. 07204.

has authorized me to liquidate
his holdings of Canal Zone and
an almost complete collection of
Haiti. The Haiti collection is to
be sold as one lot. Interested
members are to send me stamped self addressed envelopes for
list of offerings. Perhaps one list
per month until sold. There are
hundreds of Canal Zone covers
and stamps
unique items.
block of four
single of Nos.

including many
One cover has a
of No. 1 plus a
1 and 2.

folded out before the stamp was used on
a letter, since the cancel goes across the
unprinted strip of paper.

Early Date for 1906 Surcharge
Michael Demski has a cover of No. 17b
postmarked at Cristobal on Sept. 14, 1906.
Are any earlier dates known for this stamp?
Does anyone have a record of the earliest
dates known of Nos. 16, 16a, 16b, 17, 17a,
17b? If so, please advise your Editor.

Postal Markings Cpmmittee Report

Canal Zone
Machine SloJan Cancels.
Excluding "First Day Of Issue" And "Paquebot"
To April 1, 1972

Judge Edward Tatelman
(CZSG No. 36)

Figure 1. No. C17. Paper fold.

TYPE

1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

POST OFFICE

"The Panama Canal-Gateway of World Trade"
(Map inscribed "PANAMA" and Showing "Atlantic"
and "Pacifiic"
"The Panama Canal-Short Route to World Markets"
(Map inscribed "Panama" and Showing "Atlantic"
and "Pacific")
"The Panama Canal-Shortens Sea Routes"

WHEN USED

12345

1937-1958

12345

1937-1958

12345
and
(Map"Pacific")
inscribed "Panama" and Showing "Atlantic'I'
"The Panama Canal--Speeds
World Commerce"
(Map inscribed "Panama" and Showing "Atlantic"
12345
and "Pacific")
"1903 Canal Zone 1953-50 Years of Friendship and
1245
Co-operation-Panama"
1245
"Panama Canal/Canal Zone 1904-1954 Postal SenH.ce"
"Fire Prevention Week-Stop Fires" (Letters 3.31mm High) 245
245
"Prevent Fires-Save Lives-Save Jobs"
245
"Make Fire Your Servant-Not Your Master"
245
''National Police Week"
2
"U/United"in circle-"Give The United Way"
25
"US-Mission-70"
in shield-"The Road To Safety"
5
"Observe Police Week-Law and Order Comes First"

1937-1958
1937-1958
1953
1954
1960-1971
1960-1970
1960-1969
1962-1971
1964-1965
1967-1970
1971

14

William K. philler
(CZSG No. 33)

1662 Colleen Street
Sarasota, Fla. 33581

5
POST OFFICES:

l-Ancon
2--Balboa
~~~
trevention
Week-Stop
(LettersHand 'ng Unit)
3-Balboa
A.M.F.
or BalboaFires"
(2)-(Mail

3.5lmm

5-Cristohal
4-Balhoa Heights
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1971

Imperforate Proof Sheet
The Post Office Department showed an
interesting Canal Zone item at its exhibit at
NOPEX in March, 1972 at New Orleans.
It was a complete imperforate proof sheet
of 400 of No. J18, the 1¢ postage due with
the sharp A overprint. The overprint was
amazingly irregular even on this proof
sheet with both large variations from a
horizontal line for the overprint across the
sheet and also areas where the overprint was
much heavier than in other places. The
variations in the overprint about the horizontal Scott
were not repeated
on each pane of
Number
100. Thus it is clear that there were 400
subjects on the overprint plate.

used copies of all of the official stamps except No. 08 hav\) been found. In most cases
they are considerably rarer than the cancelled to order ones. No postally used copy of
No. 08 has ever been reported. Does any
member have an example in his collection?
If not, it must be assumed that all of the
.

stamps from this printing happened to be
sent to the Philatelic Agency and were cancelled to order there. Since only 10 sheets
of 100 were overprinted of this type, it is
possible that all of these went to the
Agency. They were not considered a separate variety at the time.

~

II

Quantities Issued
Hugh W. Cassibry has obtained from the postal files the quantity issued of the stamps
and postal stationery items that were recently withdrawn from sale and have now been
destroyed. These are listed in Table I.
Issued
1750 (1)
23,125
44,500
Received
55,775
250,000
25,850
70,000
100,000
21,375
476,400
603,600
9,490,000
282,500
8,357,700
314,225
44,025
1,132,300
5,975
400,000
713,390
5,775
(3)
60,100
24,225
224,150
94,775
9,900
5,225
80,000
100,000
Destroyed
Quantity
1,080,000
1,020,000
306,610
49,825
23,000
800,000
50,000
50,000
(2)
271,750
548,250
820,000

Table I

Coil Plate Numbers
By R. H. Salz
The same plate number was used for two
different coil stamps, Nos. 153 and 154
(See Vol. 7, p. 33 (1971) and Vol. 8, p. 5
(1972) ). It is stated that Hugh Cassibry
checked the imperforate sheets in the vaults
of the Canal Zone government and verified
this. I also had the privilege of viewing
these two imperforate sheets when in the
Canal Zone last October.
The top half of the sheet has 192 impressions of the 3¢ value. They are arranged
in eight rows of twenty-four stamps each.
Beneath the bottom or eighth row there is
a two inch wide space. Then follows the
top or first row of the 4¢ value. This stamp

( 1) panes of four
(2) 94,500 copies were withdrawn for revaluation
(3) 480,000 copies were withdrawn for revaluation

also has 192 impressions arranged in eight

rows of twenty-four stamps each. As the
width of the 3¢ value is equal to the height
of the 4¢ value we have the former a perforated vertical coil and the latter a perforated horizontal one. Thus both stamps
are perforated in the same operation.
Each of the two imperforate sheets has
its own plate number which is printed in
fO\lr places: at the top left and bottom
right of the 3¢ denomination area, and
again at the top left and bottom right of
the 4¢ denomination area.
I believe that the above explanation answers the questions raised in the articles.
Does anyone have examples of these two
coil stamps showing the same plate number? If so, it would make a most interesting
picture for our journal. Does anyone know
if the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
has produced other coils with a similar plate
arrangement?

Postally Used Officials
All of the official stamps (Nos. 01-9 and
COI-14) were sold in cancelled to order
condition at the Philatelic Agency in Balbo
Heights. Some of the official stamps were
also sold in unused condition for a three
month period in 1952. The cancelled to
order postmark is easy to recognize. It has
a single wavy line above and below the
words BALBOA HEIGHTS CANAL ZONE
which appear in a straight line. Postally

If you intendl to purchase - or to offer for sale a
"Specialized" Collection or individual stamps ...
SELECT THE PUBLIC AUCTION

~SpttUdIg

JIf or

~pttUdists@

SCHIFF AUCTIONS FEATURE SPECIAL SECTIONS OF:
SINGLES, BLOCKS, PLATE BLOCKS, SCARCE NUMBERS, COILS & BOOKLETS,
COVERS & FIRST DAY COVERS, FREAKS & ERRORS, WHOLESALE LOTS,
& COLLECTIONS OF:

U.S., U.N., CANAL ZONE and FOREIGN STAMPS
BUYERS:

BID BY PHONE. BY MAiL. OR IN PERSON
NO CHARGE FOR EXECUTING BIDS
REQUEST OUR NEXT AUCTION CATALOG.
REMIT 25c (50c 1st CLASS MAIL)
OR $1.00 FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES REALIZED.
SELLERS:

OUR COMMISSIONIS ONLY 20% OF THE PRICE REALIZEDNO LOTTING CHARGES.
PLEASE CONTACT US BEFORE SENDING STAMPS.

WE ALSO PURCHASE OUTRIGHT
"HOW

TO PARTICIPATE
2nd Edition -

Prepared

IN A SH\.MP AUCTION"
20-page

Booklet

to Assist Buyers or Sellers -

25¢

~atqu~£i or. ~t4iff. ~r •• lut. \

536 West 111th Street, New Yark, N.Y. 10025
Licensed & Bonded Auctioneers
Tel: (212) 662-2777
Established 1947
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